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Ava is a beautifully reserved Chinoiserie design with a fresh, 
contemporary air. Hand-painted delicate butterflies and birds flutter 

effortlessly amongst the minimalist trees. 
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Ava is the perfect choice for a subtle and elegant 
backdrop in any room.
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Fromental wallcoverings are hand-made to order. The designs within the Sophie Paterson 
Collection consist of a series of panel layouts which then repeat. Various example panel 
layouts for each designs are available to fit different wall sizes.

Each design can be ordered as a straight run or tailored to fit by both trade and retail clients.

- Straight-run
Supplied as a series of joining panels. In order to calculate the number of 
panels required, simply specify the wall height and the perimeter of the walls 
to be covered.

- Tailored 
We can also tailor the designs to each room. We will place the design and 
panel seaming to fit the space, ensure optimal installation taking care to avoid 
placing birds and butterflies or other major design element within wall corners 
or on panel seams. We will submit a miniature design layout for client approval 
prior production. 

This service carries a tailoring fee between 10-30% depending on complexity.

Dimensions:
Width
Silk panels - 915mm/36”.

Height
Standard panel height is 3m / 10ft. Design height is set based on your    
supplied wall height.

Taller panels are available when purchased with tailoring fee. 

Extra plain background can be ordered to complete the space.

Standard delivery times vary from 4 to 12 weeks depending on the design.

How to Order


